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Abstract—The task of research on repeated segments in data sequences is considered in terms of genetic
sequences. The principle of detection of repeats is offered based on comparison of specters of signal decom
position by classical orthogonal polynomials. The proposed approach can be applied in the search for exten
sive inexact repeats in different signals.
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INTRODUCTION
The search for repeats (homologies) in nucleotide
sequences is one of the principal computational prob
lems of bioinformatics. The textual similarity of
genetic texts permits us to make hypotheses on their
evolutional and functional similarity. Study of repeats
can make a significant contribution to understanding
of the structural–functional genetic organization, the
most intriguing questions of which are the problem of
information redundancy of genomes and the problem
of information fragmentation in coding proteins.
Historically, the first method of determination of
repeats in two sequences is the method of construction
of a similarity dot matrix M = (mij) of two DNA
sequences (dotmatrices), where mij = 0, if the iele
ment of the first sequence is not equal to the jelement
of the second sequence, and mij = 1, if the opposite is
the case [1]. By means of this method, the researcher
can identify parts of similarity of two sequences in the
diagram. Continuous parts, consisting of units and
parallels of the main diagonal, correspond to the parts
of similarity sequences. Later, many different filters
were invented to receive significant results and exclude
single dots of noise in the picture. The simplest filter is
scanning of diagonals by a window of specified length
W and plotting of the diagonal segment with length W
to the picture plane only when the specified number B
of similarities was met within the window. Then it is
referred to visualization of the parts with B/Wpercent
level of similarity [2]. A little different scheme of visu
alization is used for sequences specified in alphabets
longer than fourletter alphabets, i.e., exact coinci
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dence of characters becomes a rarer event. We apply
weight matrices of character substitution for weighting
of each possible character pairs, in unit fractions, but
not only in zeroes and units. If it is rated in each
replacement weight window so that they add up to W
units, then it is possible to use the same filter; i.e., the
window is considered suitable, if the sum of the char
acter pairs rated by weight in this window exceeds B
units. Thus, by implementing weight matrices of char
acter replacement, it is not important to specify
whether similar characters are on the intersection of
the relevant vertical and horizontal. It is required just
to put the relevant value from the weight matrix.
At one time this method was so popular that most
of the multifunctional program packs for processing of
genetic sequences obligatorily included construction
of the homology dot matrix. For example, program
pack SAMSON [3, 4] provided an additional service:
direct, inverted, complementary–inverted, and com
plementary repeats were depicted in the same diagram
with different colors. The parts of similarity were rep
resented in a separate file in the form of pairwise
equated sequences.
Some researchers [5–9] were engaged in solving of
the problem of the picture noise with insignificant
parts. The work of Reich and Meiske [10] is devoted to
the problem of statistical significance of revealed hits
(‘hit’ is the part of local similarity) in dot matrices.
The function of distribution of the hit appearance ran
dom value is derived therein.
The amount of sequences subject to comparison
has increased. Nowadays the improved methods of
dotmatrix construction are applied for comparison of
long (more than 100 kB) genome parts and whole
genomes [11, 12]. Mainly, improvement consists in
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Fig. 1. Comparison of protein sequence using the dot
matrix homology.

preliminary processing of compared sequences in
order to reveal extensive blocks of similarity and use
them in matrix construction.
In this work a method of construction of the simi
larity matrix of biological sequences is offered where
similarity is estimated not by the similarity of charac
ters, but by spectral characteristics of the G + C con
tent profile. This method differs also in the fact that it
is developed for extensive genome parts.
1. TASK SETTING
Nucleotide sequences represent texts of only four
letters {A, T, G, C}. Complementary pairs are {A, T}
and {G, C}. As the DNAmolecule consists of two
antiparallel complementary strands, the same frag
ment is “registered” in DNA in two types. If a frag
ment is fixed in one strand, then this fragment is
present in the complementary strand in complemen
tary coding and inverted. For this reason during the
search for repeats in genetic texts, complementary and
inverted repeats can be present. Tandem and inverted
repeats differ by location towards each other. The
sequence inverted to itself is a palindrome.
The initial means of visualization of repeats is a
dotmatrix homology, which can be represented in the
form of a picture where the relevant matrix dot is filled
if the letters in the sequence with coordinates thereof
coincide. The repeat is the segment in the homology
matrix parallel to the main matrix diagonal. Consider
ing that the repeats, as a rule, are inexact, the task of
repeat determination is significantly complicated.
There are two types of correctable uncertainties in the
compared sequences: mismatches of characters and
character dropout of the sequence.
Let us consider the dot matrix homology in terms
of the analysis of a protein amino acid sequence. To
find concealed regularities in the primary structure of
protein, a method is offered for creating the binary

picture demonstrating how different segments of the
protein are similar to each other. Any protein can be
represented in the form of sequence specified in the
alphabet of 20 amino acids marked as follows {A, C,
D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y}.
To estimate the similarity of amino acids by character
istics, biologist use substitution matrices which can
vary from task to task depending on the signs by which
the amino acids are compared. There are many such
weight substitution matrices. The most popular
matrices are mutation data [13], block substitution
matrices [14], and data matrices of space structure
[15]. For each of these matrices, there are whole fam
ilies reflecting extrapolations of protein evolutional
consanguinity. The more similar amino acids x and z
are, the larger the figure corresponding to the posi
tion of substitution matrix (x, z). In Fig. 1 the dot
matrix homology is represented for a protein
sequence with repeats of not less than three amino
acids in succession according to some criterion of
amino acid similarity.
From the mathematical point of view the concept
of repeat appearing during comparison of two genetic
sequences is formalized differently depending on the
applied algorithm of sequences comparison. In this
work the spectral principle of comparison of
sequences' fragments is offered in order to reveal
repeats, or, at least, candidates for repeat.
Spectral Method of Search for Repeats
The proposed algorithm for the search for repeats
search is based on application of the generalized spec
tralanalytical method [16] to search for repeated
structures in genomes [17]. The algorithm is conve
niently divided into some relatively independent
stages.
At the first stage of operation, the algorithm creates
the functionprofile of the DNAsequence by the slid
ing window method wherein the calculation of the
share of guanine G and cytosine C is carried out. This
method of profile construction carries the physical
sense of the connection of the DNA spiral, as the com
plementary connection of G and C arranged by three
pairs of hydrogen bonds is stronger than the connec
tion of A and T arranged by two pairs of hydrogen
bonds. In addition, the constructed profile is invariant
towards complementary substitutions in repeats. This
solves the problem of the search for complementary
repeats. The parameter of this stage is the width of sta
tistical averaging of the sequence.
At the second stage, the functionprofile is trans
ferred to spectral representation using Chebyshev
polynomial bases of the second kind or those of Leg
endre. This representation is used for comparison on
the basis of some specially developed criterion at the
next stage. It is necessary to note that use of approxi
mate characteristics of the Chebyshev basis of the sec
ond kind in this task is appropriate as the weight func
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Fig. 2. Representation of direct repeat in the spectral homology matrix. Three matrices correspond to a sequential distortion of
repeat of 0, 8, and 15% mutations. The repeat length is 1000 nucleotides.

tion of this basis is gradually tending to zero, which
can compensate for wavering of repeat borders occur
ring at the stage of construction of the statistical pro
file. The parameters of this stage are the width of the
window and the depth of spectral estimation. The cal
culations have shown that the method stably works if
the width of the approximation window is two or more
times greater than the window of statistical estimation.
At the third stage the criterion estimates the differ
ence of vectors of the expansion coefficient. The crite
rion construction consists in selection of the metrics in
the functional space and normalization thereof. Selec
tion of the metrics is mainly conditioned by selection
of the basis, its parameters, and decomposition depth.
The rating is aimed at moving the characteristic invari
ant towards the signal value. Two variants of metric
rating have been considered:
x(t) – y(t) 
θ 1 ( x ( t ), y ( t ) ) = 
x(t) + y(t)
and
x ( t ) – y ( t ) ,
θ 2 ( x ( t ), y ( t ) ) = 
1 + x(t) – y(t)
where x(t) and y(t) are two compared functions corre
sponding to different parts of the functional profile,
and ||⋅|| is the Euclidean norm in Ndimensional space
of the signal decomposition coefficients. Both rates
are suitable for identification of repeats as compared
to the threshold values θ1(x(t), y(t)) < ε1 and θ2(x(t),
y(t)) < ε2 becoming the method parameters.
At the fourth stage, on the basis of the obtained
results of comparison, the matrix of spectral homolo
gies (see Fig. 2) is constructed requiring analysis and
interpretation of the results at the fifth stage.
So, five independent results of this algorithm are as
follows:
profile construction;
its transfer to spectral representation (indexing);
construction of the decision rule for repeat identi
fication;
PATTERN RECOGNITION AND IMAGE ANALYSIS

comparison of indices for receiving the spectral
homology matrix;
analysis of the matrix image.
Method Characteristics
Let us specify the main features of the offered algo
rithm characterizing its efficiency.
Application of indexing of the sequence permits us
to speed up significantly the pairwise comparison of all
fragments of the segment coverage.
Spectral representation permits us to get specters of
the inverted pattern directly from the specter of the
direct pattern, if the applied basis consists of even and
uneven basis functions. So, the search for inverted
repeats practically does not add computational com
plexity to the algorithm.
The metric is steady by the number of decomposi
tion coefficients that provides the discriminant char
acter to the comparison process. For example, if the
comparison exceeds the threshold value by the first
coefficients, then further calculation of the metrics is
not obligatory.
The algorithm is completely based on calculations
with the floating point and is vectorized and parallel
ized well.
RESULTS
For the simplest algorithm training, it is possible to
use test sequences of different lengths containing
known repeats. The program output is the matrix for
which direct repeats are represented by diagonal seg
ments parallel to the main diagonal, and inverted
repeats are represented by diagonal segments located
perpendicularly to the main diagonal. In order to dif
ferentiate the received repeats on the matrix of spectral
homologies, they are depicted by different colors.
Tandem repeats are marked by many repeats of both
types fitted into the square.
It is noteworthy that due to the specific character of
the method aimed at the search for extensive (more
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than 100 nucleotides long) divergent (broken as a
result of mutation processes) repeats, the received
results should be clearly represented. The most com
fortable method of verification and visualization is
equalization of repeated segments. It provides an idea
of ways of their divergence and the degree of remaining
similarity. The developed algorithm does not only look
for exact repeats, but also candidates for repeat, because
the algorithm deals with the function received from the
nucleotide sequence. Though the DNA profile remains
as conformity, verification of repeats represents the algo
rithm aimed at detection of literal conformity.
Testing of the algorithm has shown its stability dur
ing implementation of up to 15% of point mutations
changing the profile to the researched sequence. In the
case of increase in the number of mutations, noise and
artifacts (see Fig. 2) appear conditioned by changing
of the algorithm sensitivity.
A model of data representation is developed for the
database of structural–functional elements of
genomes, and a special database is designed and con
structed. The database is implemented with a signifi
cant level of similarity that permits us to store genetic
sequences and structural–functional elements of
genomes of different organisms, both eukaryote and
prokaryote. The modular, evolvable structure of the
database permits storage of different types of structural
elements of genomes and in perspective will provide
the possibility to arrange the knowledge base. The for
mat of input/output files is developed for the database
on the basis of XML standards that provides possibility
to supplement the database at once by a large number
of various structural–functional elements. The data
base prototype is available on the Internet
(http://www.jcbi.ru/bd/).
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